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Answer: A 

Question: 102 
What are the advantages of using queue-sharing groups in IBM WebSphere MQ? 

A. workload balancing, remote administration 
B. improved performance, ease of monitoring 
C. scalability, end-to-end security, data integrity 
D. scalability, high availability, workload balancing 

Answer: D 

Question: 103 
For the Solaris platform, which databases are supported as a resource manager in transactions 
coordinated by IBM WebSphere MQ V7.0? 

A. Oracle, Derby, My SQL 
B. DB2, Derby, Teradata 
C. DB2, Oracle, Informix, Sybase 
D. DB2, SQL Server, Sybase, Informix 

Answer: C 

Question: 104 
An administrator using WebSphere MQ Explorer is unable to connect to queue manager PROD 
after it has been migrated, and receives error message SYSTEM .MQ EXPLORER. REPLY. 
MODEL not defined. Which command will refresh the existing system objects to resolve this 
issue? 

A. strmqm c PROD 
B. strmqm a PROD 
C. strmqm ss PROD 
D. strmqm si PROD 

Answer: A 

Question: 105 
The following restrictions have been placed on messages flowing from a banking application on 
AIX to a data warehousing application on z/OS: -Partner authentication -Message encryption 
-Maintenance of Data Integrity Which exits will fulfill these requirements? 

A. Message exits 
B. Security exits 
C. Send / receive exits 
D. SSL Conversion exits 
E. Data Integrity exits 

Answer: A, B, C 

Question: 106 
What is the best way to create queue manager QM1 on UNIX so all developers can connect to it 
without any authority checks being performed? 

A. Edit the mqs.ini file to remove the Authorization Service Stanza 
26

B. Create a group developer containing all developers, then add the group to the mqm group 



        
     
      

 

     
 

 

 
  

 
 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 
  

C. Create a group developer containing all developers, then grant alladm authority to the group 
using setmqaut 

D. Set environment variable MQSNOAUT=yes, then create a queue manager crtmqm QM1 

Answer: D 

Question: 107 
Which of the following commands can the administrator use to get a list of all authority records for 
a queue manager on Windows? 

A. dmpmqaut 
B. dspmqrte 
C. dspmqaut 
D. runmqcfg 

Answer: A 

Question: 108 
An application is designed to send messages to queues Q1 and Q2 on queue manager QM1 
using a server-connection channel CH1. An administrator is asked to implement SSL on IBM 
WebSphere MQ. On which of the following objects does the administrator need to specify the 
SSLCIPH attribute? 

A. CH1 
B. QM1 
C. Q1 and Q2 
D. CH1 and QM1 

Answer: A 

Question: 109 
An administrator is asked to check whether existing channels with transport type of TCP are SSL 
enabled. Which one of the following commands does the administrator need to use for this 
purpose? 

A. DIS CHL(*) CHLTYPE SSLCIPH 
B. DIS CHL(*) CHLTYPE SSLPEER 
C. DIS CHL(*) CHLTYPE SSLCERTI 
D. DIS CHL(*) CHLTYPE SSLCAUTH 

Answer: A 

Question: 110 
An application wants to put messages onto a queue RQ on queue manager QM2 defined as 
follows: DEFINE QREMOTE(RQ) XMITQ(XQ) RNAME(Q1) RQMNAME(QM1) Which of the 
following objects does the authority checking occur on? 

A. RQ 
B. XQ 
C. Q1 
D. QM1 

Answer: A 27

Question: 111 



        
     
      

 

     
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

  

An administrator defines three topics on queue manager on AIX: TopicAlpha with the topic string 
P/Q TopicBeta with the topic string P/Q/R TopicSigma with the topic string P/Q/R/S The 
administrator then grants authority to the topics as shown below. User1 - Publish and Subscribe 
on TopicAlpha User2 - Publish on TopicBeta and Subscribe on TopicSigma Which of the 
following options are possible for the users to perform? 

A. User1 can subscribe to TopicSigma 
B. User1 can publish on topic string P/Q 
C. User1 and User2 can publish on topic string P/Q/# 
D. User2 can subscribe to TopicBeta 
E. User2 can subscribe on topic string P/Q/R/# 

Answer: A, B 
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